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ABSTRACT 

Theory of Single Pion Production 
In Nucleon-Nucleon Scattering 

by 

Eric A. Umland 

We have developed a phenomenological theory for the 

reaction NN+NNir based on the peripheral model and the forma¬ 

tion and decay of dibaryon resonances. The peripheral graphs 

include one pion exchange with a monopole form factor at the 

TTNN vertex and the full TTN elastic scattering amplitude ob¬ 

tained from phase shift analyses and including off-shell 

corrections. Interfering with the one pion exchange graphs 

are one rho exchange (coupled to a pN-*-A-»-irN amplitude) 

graphs. Similiar monopole form factors are included at the 

pNN and pNA vertices. All form factors possess one adjust¬ 

able parameter. 

We also study effects due to the still speculative 

J=3~ and 2+ dibaryon resonances. The highly inelastic 

nature of these objects suggests that a single pion produc¬ 

tion reaction of the form NN+R+NA+NNTr presents the best 

opportunity for observing dibaryon manifestations. 

We calculated the fifth order spin dependent differen¬ 

tial cross sections d+(beam polarized up) and cr_ (beam 

polarized down) and the asymmetry (c+-c_)/(a +0^). The 

peripheral model alone gives generally poor agreement with 

the kinematically-complete, beam polarized pp-»pir+n data of 



Hancock zt a£.HAN Inclusion of the diproton amplitudes re¬ 

sults in a general improvement in the fits, supporting the 

3 1 notion of such resonances in the and D2 partial waves 

of the NN channel. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Theories of Single Pion Production - A Survey. 

Nucleon-nucleon (NN) scattering is one of the most 

fundamental strong interaction reactions and has been studied 

extensively for several decades. At high energies the total 

cross-section for NN scattering is approximately constant at 

40 mb. However, in the "medium energy" region, a steep in¬ 

crease in the total cross-section occurs (see Fig. 1.1). As 

many experiments have shown, this rise is caused by the open¬ 

ing of an inelastic channel, specifically single pion pro¬ 

duction (SPP). Clearly, any successful theory of NN scat¬ 

tering must be able to predict so dramatic an event. 

Because of the lack of a widely accepted, fundamental, 

and calculable theory of the strong interaction, any theory 

of SPP will necessarily be of a phenomenological nature, i.e. 

developed because of and closely tied to specific experimen¬ 

tal results. 

One of the early attempts at a theory of SPP was the 

MAN 
"isobar model" of Mandelstam. It had been confirmed that 

pion-nucleon (nN) scattering was dominated by the very 

strong resonance in the 1=3/2, ^3/2 Partial wave which peaks 

at a lab kinetic energy of about 200 MeV. This resonance is 

the famous " A" particle or isobar. Thus it was reasonable 

to assume that pion production was largely mediated by delta 

production and decay. Mandelstam neglected all energy and 
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angular dependence except for the delta (3»3) resonance and 

a final state interaction between nucleons (see Fig. 1.2). 

His model worked well up to about 700 MeV in predicting total, 

and some differential, cross-sections for SPP. 

Later authors attempted to extend the theory to higher 

energies by proposing specific mechanisms to replace the 

constant part of Mandelstam's matrix element. Ferrari and 

Selleri used one pion exchange (OPE) coupled to delta 

production and decay - this is the basis of the "peripheral 

model", so-called because OPE dominates the small momentum 

transfer (or, classically speaking, the large impact parame¬ 

ter) part of the NN cross-section. Further improvements in¬ 

cluded the addition of one rho exchange (ORE), vertex cor¬ 

rections (form factors), and other TTN interactions in ad¬ 

dition to the delta (e.g. the Roper resonance; 1=1/2, JP= 

l/2+, mass 1470 MeV).HUD,BR0,DRE Analyses such as these 

have reproduced fairly well existing data taken before the 

late 1970's. 

1.2 Kinematically Complete Experiments. 

Recently, data from kinematically complete, polarized 

beam, SPP counter experiments have become available.A 

kinematically complete experiment is one in which measured 

quantities and the application of momentum and energy conser¬ 

vation requirements completely determine all final state 
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kinematic quantities (i.e. the masses of the final particles 

and the magnitude and direction of their momenta). For our 

purposes, a kinematically complete experiment involving the 

reaction pp -*■ prr+n (see Fig. 1.3) does the following! 

1) measures the magnitude and direction of the momentum 

of one of the final state charged particles (usually the 

proton) with a magnet spectrometer and wire counters, and 

measures the "time-of-flight" (and hence the velocity) with 

scintillation counters; 

2) measures the direction (i.e. solid angle) of the 

momentum and the time-of-flight of the second charged parti¬ 

cle similarly and simultaneously. 

These measurements fix seven variables. Application of 

the conservation law for energy and momentum (four equations) 

determine four more. Finally, complete knowledge of the ini¬ 

tial state, a small number of competing reactions, and the 
« TJTTJI^ 

use of clever experimental techniques allow the determi¬ 

nation of the twelfth final state kinematic variable. Be¬ 

cause of good statistics, an unambiguous signal, and the a- 

bility to examine specific points in phase space, these ex¬ 

periments are a stringent test of SPP theories. 

In this work we shall construct a theory of single pion 

production in order to fit the results of these recent ex¬ 

periments. It shall have both familiar and unfamiliar aspects. 

The following chapter will describe in detail a modified peri¬ 

pheral model similiar to those described above. In addition, 

*we shall employ a relative newcomer to intermediate energy 
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physics, the still tentative dibaryon resonance. Recent 

phase shift analyses of NN scattering admit the possibility 

1 3 
of highly inelastic resonances in the D2 and NN partial 

HOS 
waves at medium energies. Since the only significant in¬ 

elasticity in this energy region is SPP, a strong coupling 

of the resonant state to an NA out channel is expected (see 

Fig. 1.4). 

Since we are dealing with polarization phenomena, inter¬ 

ference between peripheral and dibaryon amplitudes should 

have important effects. Calculation of the dibaryon ampli¬ 

tudes will be discussed in detail in chapter three. Finally, 

we shall present theoretical fits to the data of two kinemati¬ 

cally complete, pp -*■ piT+n experiments, one with and one with¬ 

out a polarized beam. 

1.3 Introduction to the Calculations. 

The experimental quantity available from a three parti¬ 

cle final state, kinematically complete experiment is the 

fifth order differential cross-section d^a /dp-^dQ^ dft2, 

where p^ and are the magnitude and solid angle (dft = 

d(cos 9)d 4) ) of the momentum of one detected particle and fi2 

is the solid angle of the other. If the experiment involves 

a transversely polarized beam, then one measures both a spin 

up and a spin down differential cross-section, if the bom¬ 

barding particle is a nucleon (spin 1/2). We shall denote 
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these spin-dependent differential cross-sections o+ and 

respectively. A more convenient quantity in practice is the 

asymmetry. 

(1.1) Ay(P1,a1, G2,...) = (a+-o + )/(oHoi). 

The fifth order differential cross-section for a three 

body final state is the product of the flux density of the 

beam, the probability per unit time for a transition between 

initial and final states, and the density of final states or 

three-body phase space. As given in all texts on relativistic 

quantum mechanics, the Lorentz-invariant differential cross- 

section2^ 

(1.2) d9a =(1/|^B-^T|)(1/2EB)(1/2Et)| M fi j2[ J 2(11^)] 

x [d3Pl/(2 v)
32E1][d

3p£/(2 7r)
32E2][d

3p3/(2 TT)
32E3] 

x (2 TT)4 6 
4
(PB+PT-P1-P2-P3) , 

where B and T refer to the bombarding and target particles 

and 1,2,3 denote the final state particles. The P's are 

four-momenta and the m^ are initial or final state fermion 

masses. In the above expression and throughout this work we 

whall employ natural units where j(=c=l. is the so-called 

covariant matrix element, written down by applying the stan¬ 

dard calculational rules as represented by Feynmann diagrams. 

Let us specialize the above expression to the case pp+pTr+n 

and reduce it by integrating over the four dimensional delta 

function. Then the subscripts 1,2,3 go over into p, ir,n re¬ 

spectively. Let P=PB+PT be the constant total four-momentum 

of the system. We integrate over d3pn to eliminate the three 



momentum delta function. Define f 
15ü-. . /T? ^ ( A3 (1.3) d^R= (d^Pp/Ep)(d^ /E^) 

(E-VE, -En^pp*Pir > >/En<Vp,r> 
Using’ SAK 

**■ 12^ (1.4) dJpiT6(E-EiEi)HpnltdD7r /aai.E.J/ap^ 

and 

(1.5) £, E.=E + Æp+înT- + /(p-p-R= )2+m* lip 1 TT TT r p TT n 
where the sum runs over p, f ,n, we have 

(1.6) atejE^/sIpJ-JpJ/^ + (PJ+Pp* Pff -P-P^ )/En j 
*> « -¥■ I ^ 
P H P t> . • 

Then employing 

(1.7) ]*•£„ -PjfP, +V'Ê* +P„ . 

(1.6) reduces to 

(1.8) StLE^/sIpJ^I/E,, -Pn-P„/En 

* d^iEn-E; vpJ/VE
n • 

Finally, we write the three-body differential phase space 

(1.9) d%= (p n
2p^/Ep)dppdfi pdSi^ /(P1tEn-E1r5n-P„ ) . 

If we specialize to the laboratory system where 

(1.10) PB=(Eb,$) , PT=(mT,0) 

then 

(1.11) |VB-VT|EBET=mJp g| 

and 

(1.12) d5 o /dppd 1Î pd = |Mfi PppP„2l6m3mn 

/< 32^41^141 Ve» pn 4 ><2IT)5) . 

If we ignore the mass difference between neutrons and pro 

tons, the differential cross-section becomes 
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(1.13) d5° /dPpdSî pd£!¥ = (| Hfi|
2p^,til

2m3) 

/(2(2 "5)|%lEp©¥|En-E¥ pn-p¥ ) 

and all kinematic variables are functions of p and p . 
*p -^ir 

will in general be a function of the nucleon spins. 

If the final state spins are not detected and one is using an 

unpolarized beam and target, then one must sum (1.13) over 

final and average over initial spins, which is equivalent to 

the replacement, 

d.l't) |Mfi|2- (l/(2sBn)(2sT+l)) Z y |M I2 
13 EipiTtyj 1 f l1 

where Sg and s^, are the spins of the initial state particles 

and the summation variables are the z-components of the 

spins. 

-2 
Since a has units (MeV) and the momentum has units 

(MeV)i the differential cross-section has units (MeV)-^, A 

common unit for cross-sections in experimental particle phy- 
_ h O 

sics is the microbam ( yb)=10 (fermi) . To transform the 

units of (1.13) into yb, multiply (1.13) by 10_^(Kc)^, with 

KC=197«33 MeV-ftn. Finally, to get a numerical value for 

(1.13) it is of course necessary to calculate M^; this 

shall be our task in the following chapters. 
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Fig.1.1 Proton-Froton Total and Elastic Scattering 
Cross-SectionsPA^ 

Pig. 1.2 Mandelstam's Amplitude for SPP 
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Fiç.1.3 Schematic of a Kinematically- 
Complete Experiment for a 
Three-Body Final State. 
S1-S4 are scintillation counters, 
P1-F6 are v;ire plane counters, M 
is the magnet spectrometer and T 
is the liquid hydrogen target. 

Fig. 1.4 Dibaryon Resonant Amplitude 



II. THE PERIPHERAL MODEL 

2.1. ONE PION EXCHANGE 

The pion is the lowest mass (about 138 MeV) strongly 

interacting particle. Its intrinsic quantum numbers are: 

spin zero, isospin one, and negative intrinsic parity. It 

was first proposed by Yukawa in 1935 as the mediator of the 

nucleon-nucleon interaction because its mass accounts for 

YUK 
the finite range of the nuclear force. This fact can 

be demonstrated as follows: The amplitude for NN scatter¬ 

ing by one pion exchange is proportional to the pion propa¬ 

gator, 

(2.1) Gfl. — l/t-jj-—m-fj ; t^- = (E^—E^) — (î$£—i^) • 

In the non-relativistic limit, therefore, 

(2.2) Mfi a l/(|§|
2+m2)? |q|2 = (Pf=Pi)

2* 

The Fourier transform to coordinate space then gives the 

Yukawa potential, 

(2.3) V(r)a e"™*r/r. 

In fact, if we let the range of the nuclear force, 

<2‘4> rnuc s ^ 

and substitute the value for the pion mass given above, we 

find that rnuc
=l»4 fm. This is close to the observed value 

for the long range component of the nuclear force. It has 

been shown that higher order exchanges (two pion exchange, 

etc.) result in nuclear potentials that fall off as e”ra%r 
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o JO 
for n exchanged particles ? thus, one pion exchange (OPE) 

is truly peripheral. 

In the past, descriptions of SPP through OPE have gene¬ 

rally assumed the excitation of the A(1232) isobar, as 

illustrated in Fig.2.1. We shall pursue a more general 

alternative. The existence of precise partial wave analyses 

of TTN elastic and charge exchange scattering gives us the 

opportunity to use the full amplitude as a mechanism for SPP 

(Fig.2.2) . It will be necessary to take into account the 

off-shell nature of the exchanged pion and to find the pro¬ 

portionality factor that relates the partial wave amplitude 

to the matrix element Mfi for irN scattering. 

Let us once again specialize to the case pp->-pTr+n, using 

the notation of the Introduction. It is easy to see that 

the four Feynmann diagrams of Fig.2.3 comprise the complete 

set of diagrams for OPE in our model. The relative signs 

between the amplitudes are given by the extended Pauli prin¬ 

ciple, in which the wave functions for two nucleons (rather 

than just protons or neturons) must be antisymmetric. This 

principle is a result of isospin symmetry? its application 

yields the following phase relations (in the notation of 

Fig.2.3): 

(2.5) MopE = (1) - (2) + (3) - (4) . 

This relation can be rigorously derived from field theory 

by using the anti-commutation property of fermion creation 

and annihilation operators. Thus, in occupation number 
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space, the NN-NNir matrix element for amplitude (1) is 

(2.6) < 0| NnNp 7T ( ir%p
+ Nn

+ NTNb)Ng NT 
+|0 > 

The other three amplitudes can be written down by exchanging 

the appropriate operators inside the parentheses. Using 

N
1
N
2
=
 “
N2n1 ' N2 + “ N2+ N1 ' and ^ =1 9ives the Phase 

relation (2.5). 

We shall begin the calculation by considering the irNN 

vertex of Fig.2.2. Since the strong interaction conserves 

both parity and isospin, we must employ a Hamiltonian den¬ 

sity that is invariant under rotations in isospin space and 

under parity transformations as well as possessing the stan¬ 

dard Lorentz invariance. Recalling that the pion is a 

pseudoscalar (negative parity with respect to the nucleon), 

isovector particle, a Hamiltonian density consistent with 

the above invariance conditions is, in the notation of Appen 

dix A, 

W
7TNN 

=
 ~VNN = *“lgTrNN 1Mx)Y5 x space 

x (Xf** <$r X±) isospin 

where g^NN is a coupling constant. Applying the usual cal- 

BiTO 
culational rules, we write the covariant matrix element 

for the irNN vertex: 

(2.8) M. 
TTNN “ .?ltHNU(PiS'’ Y5

U(
P'S>—S 

/ +-*• 
(X-F T‘ 4> 

t-m 
ir 

r xi^iso 
spin 

where (p’, s’) and (p,s) are the four-momentum and spins of 
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2 
the final and initial state nucleons, and t=(p'-p) is the 

square of the four-momentum transferred to the virtual pion. 

Employing the explicit forms of the nucleons spinors and 

performing the matrix operations (2.6) reduces to 

(2.9) = gTNN lxf' ((o- p/E+m)-{a• p7E'+ml) X • {1/t-m jj} ] 

x tXf
+T-$* XiJisospin- 

The isospin factor can be calculated using (see Appendix A) 

the hermitian conjugate of A.11a for TT
+ exchange and A.lib 

for ir° exchange. One gets a factor -/2 and 1 respectively. 

The pion is in the final state so its isospin wavefunction 

must be hermitian conjugated. 

The coupling factor g^^ is a constant only for Dirac 

or pointlike particles. However, it is well known that the 

nucleon is not pointlike; therefore, the NNir vertex must be 

modified to take into account the vertex corrections that 

would arise. The lack of a fundamental theory of strong 

interactions requires that this correction be phenomenologi¬ 

cal in nature. A common parameterization is the monopole 

form factor, 

(2.10) 

N 

where is a phenomenological constant. An extensive 

analysis of np and pp charge exchangeD0M^ and pion 
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photoproductionDGM^ data using an OPE model modified by 

(2.10) has determined the value of A to be about 1000 MeV; 
ir 

this is the value we shall use. 

The coupling constant g7TNN=f7rNN(2mN/m|r) where 

1.0.HUD We shall now proceed to the TTN scattering part of 

the OPE amplitude. We begin with a short review of the par¬ 

tial wave formalism as applied to TTN+ITN processes. If the 

strong interactions lacked isospin symmetry, there would be 

eight independent amplitudes for TTN+TTN (Fig.2.4) . However, 

strong interaction amplitudes conserve both the total iso¬ 

spin I and the third component and depend only upon I; 

this reduces the number of independent amplitudes to two. 

These are the 1=3/2 and the 1=1/2 irN scattering amplitudes. 

The amplitude for a particular process in Fig.2.4 is then 

calculated using Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 

The most general partial wave amplitude for any spin 

zero-spin 1/2 scattering consistent with parity conservation 

is, in the notation of Fig.2.5,GAo 

(2.11) F*IJ(E, cosG) = f(E, cos0) I-ia«§ x q' 

x g
W (E, CQS0) 

where (I) refers to a particular total isospin, E is the 

total energy in the center of mass and Ï is the unit 2x2 

matrix. 

The non-spin flip amplitude, 
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(2.12) f(I,-Jor* f%£_ 1/2{E>+<f+1>fJeij-i+i/2
fE,] 

x P^(cos0) 

while the spin flip amplitude 

00 

(2.13) g(I) = fl^J=^+l/2lPi(cos0) 

P^ is the Legendre polynomial of order 1 and P^(z) is equal 

to dPj/dz. 

If there are no inelastic channels open, the f^ can be 

written in terms of the phase shifts: 

(2.14) f^j=£±1/2^
E> = exp(i6^){E})sinÔ£;[

I){E}/iq| 

The results of many TTN scattering experiments are often 

parameterized in terms of phase shifts. Zidell, Arndt, and 

Roper have performed the most recent of such analyses of ir+p 

(pure 1=3/2) and TT”P (mixed 1=3/2 and 1=1/2) scattering and 

have published energy dependent parameterizations for both 

the 1=3/2 and 1=1/2 partial waves up to and including F 

waves. These parameterizations consist of phase shifts 

as polynomial functions of energy except for the resonant 

P^3 wave (we are using the standard notation L2J 2j)• This 

wave is parameterized using a resonance formula analogous 

ZID 
to the Breit-Wigner formula. Any inelasticity is assum¬ 

ed to occur in the P^ partial wave at TTN lab kinetic ener¬ 

gies greater than 200 MeV. In using these phase shifts we 
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ignore any inelasticity (i.e., we use 2.14 exclusively). 

This is justified since at bombarding energies of 800 MeV 

for NN+NNir, the pion kinetic energy rarely exceeds 200 MeV 

with respect to a final state nucleon in a frame in which 

that nucleon is at rest. 

We must now calculate the proportionality factor re¬ 

lating F(E,cosô) and the Bjorken-Drell matrix element M^. 

The differential cross section for TTN scattering using F is 

where the x's are final and initial nucleon spinors. The 

calculational rules of Bjorken and Drell give 

The calculation of Appendix B shows that the negative sign 

is the correct one. 

Finally we must modify the partial amplitudes f^+ in 

order to properly take into account the off-shell nature of 

the exchanged pion, in particular the fact that {<fjj 7* 

We follow the phenomenological method of Rinat and Thomas 

and make the transformation,R^N 

(2.15) da/dft = |xf
+F(E,cosÔ)Xi|

2 

(2.16) do/àti = m^j Mfi|
2/16ïï2S 

2 
where s=E^M . These results imply that 

“N 

(2.18) fl± - ft± 
gi L gf + e2 L 

with 8=355 MeV. 
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Note that the off-shell factor is normalized to unity for 

Let us specialize to TT
+ and n° exchange (implying 

ir p+Tr p and ir°p->-ir n scattering respectively) in order to 

calculate the isospin factors. We shall need the following 

relations from standard angular momentum algebra, 

(2.19) |TT
+
P> = |1,1> \\f |> 

“ ill'1 

.f s 

(2.20) |V*p> = |1,0>| |> - IÏI (II3|1 0 || ) 

:>v “JF! I' ¥ -Ji il-1> x I. 

(2.21) ir+n> = 1>1>I IT* - t?T.« M11 5 -7> 1-,1. 2 2l 

x|I,I3> = 
1 3 1 1"2 11 1, 

2' 2> I? 

The isospin dependent amplitudes then are: 

(2.22) Mfi (ir+p-*-n-+p) = <TT
+
P|T| Tr+p> 

(2.23) (Tr°p-*-ir+n) = <TT+n|T| TT°P> 

and 

4TT/S 
(Xf

+F(I)Xi). where (2.24) <l|T|l> 
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We are now in a position to write down the complete 

amplitude for single pion production through one pion ex 

change. Collecting equations (2.5), (2.9) , (2.22), and 

(2.23), the result is, 

(2.25) Mfi(OPE) [{ -/2 guNN (t^) 
ET+mN 

a* 
n 

V 

f , 
1 

Y 

t 

PIT 

V"N 
Xm 
k J 

A 

“N 
x
+ x 
*P 

(3/2) 
F (E,COS0)XB }-{BWT}] + [{ * 

a*pB 

y 
0,Pp 

*P 

* ' 
i f 1 n7r 

E
P
+mii. l ^ . 

x (F0/'3 - Fa/a) xT> - {B<~>T} ] , 

(3/2) (1/2) 
where the arguments of F ' and F ' are the center of 

mass variables of the TTN system in question expressed through 

a Lorentz transformation in terms of the center of mass kine¬ 

matic variables of the complete system NN-NNir. 
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2.2 ONE RHO EXCHANGE 

Although the dominant terms in a peripheral model cal¬ 

culation of single pion production through excitation of the 

(3,3) resonance comes from one pion exchange, other isovector 

meson exchanges are permitted. The next isospin one candi¬ 

date up the mass scale from the pion is the rho, a vector 

meson of mass 765 MeV. It has been found®R0' HUD that in¬ 

clusion of the shorter range, one rho exchange (ORE) ampli¬ 

tude destructively interferes with the OPE amplitudes. This 

effect is necessary to prevent unreasonably small values of 

the pion form factor parameter in fitting cross sections 

for such processes as TTD-NN and NN-NNir. Since we are 

attempting to calculate polarization phenomena, our work is 

especially sensitive to interference effects, and it is 

therefore important to properly take into account the one 

rho exchange mechanism. 

As in OPE the interaction of a virtual rho meson with 

a nucleon to produce the delta resonance dominates the ORE 

amplitudes for single pion production. A typical Feynmann 

diagram is given in Fig.2.6. Since the rho meson decays 

strongly (into two pions with a width of about 100 MeV) , it 

is much more difficult to obtain experimental parameteriza- 

tions of the process irN-pN than for TTN—irN. Accordingly, we 

shall explicitly calculate the amplitude represented by 

Fig.2.6. The quantities that will be needed are the pNN 
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and pNA couplings and the corresponding form factors and the 

pNA coupling. 

Since the rho is an isospin and spin one particle, its 

coupling to the nucleon is assumed to be analogous to the 

BRO 
isovector coupling of the photon to the nucleons. The 

mixed isospin electromagnetic current is written as: 

(2.26) (p nf)Ij
EM(I=0) Ï + j^M(I=l) T3](^

i). 
X X y y o 

Thus, part of the current transforms as an isoscalar 

while the other transforms as the third component of an iso¬ 

vector. We can write (2.26) as 

(2.27) <Nf| j™|Ni> - (Pfnf) 
S+V 0 

0 S-V 
Pi 
ni 

where S, V refer to the isoscalar, isovector parts of the 

current respectively. From Dirac theory we have 

.EM V1 
(2.28a) <Pf |jy |PA> = e ^ + 1 

(2.28b) <nf|jy
M|ni> = 

1 vn - 
0 + * W 

The second terms are the anomalous magnetic moment inter¬ 

actions. From (2.27) and (2.28), the isovector part of the 

EM current 

(2.29) jEM(I=l) = i(eY + 1 (yP~1~yN) 
' 2' 'v 2m* °yv^v^ 
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Define the isovector anomolous magnetic moment 

K^, = (Vp-l-yn)yB 
w^ere VB=3KA^C . If we then replace the EM 

couplings with the pNN coupling constant gpNN# the Lagrangian 

for the pNN vertex, 

<2-30> 

Lcm> = \°% = +^- «P'> 

VV* (p)P)i 

where q is the four-momentum transferred to the rho and 

the arrows indicate vectors in isospin space. Employing the 
OJA 

well-known Gordon decomposition, ipNN becomes, to first 

order in gpN1J, 

(2'31> SpNN *tP'> 

(p +r>') “VI v 
“N 

i(l+Kv) 
—2m^— °yv

q v T^(P) *P 

BRO 
Following other authors, we shall neglect the first 

term because, except for the isospin dependence, it enters 

in the same fashion as the 1=0, S=1 omega meson coupling, 

and the corresponding w-coupling is to large that it over¬ 

whelms the p-meson effects. Dropping the first term in 

(2.31) is therefore consistent with the fact that we are 

leaving out omega exchange as a third order effect (since 

the w is a three pion resonance while the p is a two pion 

resonance) . The cr-dependent term survives becuase the iso¬ 

scalar magnetic moment is so small that the a-dependent 
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omega coupling is negligible. 

For simplicity, we shall use the non-relativistic form 

of (2.31) in which only terms up to first order in the momen¬ 

tum are retained. Defining fpNN=gpNN(l+icv)m and using 

à yv 2 ^1 

(2.32) 
^■pNN ^pNN/m ( ^ o x % ^*p ) space ^fT*p *i^ iso- 

p spin 

This approximation is valid because of the uncertainties in 

2 BRO 
fpNN* Estimates of 9ïïNN /grange from 0.4 to 0.6 and of 

BRA 
Ky from 3,7 (vector dominance model) to 6.6. Following 

Brack, Riska, and Weise, we choose fpNN=6.24. As for the 

TTNN vertex, we must modify the pNN vertex to take into ac¬ 

count the non-point-like nature of the hadrons. This is 

done as before by replacing the constant coupling constant 

with a monopole form factor, 

(2.33) pNN 
m 2 
£ 

t 

The adjustable parameter Ap will be determined by fitting 

the data (see Chapter IV). Presumably any uncertainities 

in the coupling constant can be absorbed in this way. 

In order to write down the PNA and PNTT couplings, we 

must construct the (3,3) delta isobar wave function in the 

static (non-relativistic) limit. We follow the formalism 
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B RO 
of Brown and Weise by considering the A as a pion in an 

1=1 angular momentum state with respect to a nucleon. One 

then gets a J=3/2 "vector spinor" wave function, 

(2.34) 2M = (|M|lr | ms)e
r x”/2 

where the vectors e ; 

(2.35) e1 = -- (1,i,u) , t° 
n 

(0,0,1), +-1 e 
1 

2U»-i*0) 

s 
transform as 1=1, and the X^/2 (ms

= ”1/2' 1/2) are nucleon 

spinors. Using these wavefunctions we can write down, for 

BRO 
example, the ANTT coupling, 

(2.36) L 
ANir 

-«il (!t|L N)I 
X d Y • lu 

7T Ax ir 
m 

suppressing isospin. 

A more convenient interaction Lagrangian for calcula¬ 

tions is 

(2.37) 
'ANTT 

f ANTT 
m_ 

TT 
(A+ *q*N) 

where A is a spin-3/2 (four component spinor) wave function 

and 3 is the 2x4 "transition spin" matrix, 
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(2.38) (ê)m M - I (3/2M|lr 1/2 ms) er 

S 

and is constructed so that (2.36) and (2.37) are equivalent. 

The utility of 2 arises from the fact that we can now treat 

expressions involving nucleons, isobars, or combinations of 

the two as formally equivalent. The relationship between the 

vector spinors Z and the four component spinor A is 

(2.39) £ A3/2 = 2M 

The static projection operator 

(2.40) Ai;j = Z|Z^><Z^ | « ^M(S±A
M) (A+M§j

+) 

where i,j are vector indices, will be needed for the ampli¬ 

tude calculations. One finds that explicitly, 

(2.41) 
*13 " 513 1 ~ 3 0iaj 

The full propagator for the delta isobar is then (see 

Appendix C), 

(2.42) 2MA Ai;j/(P
2-HA

2) 

where MA=MA-ir^2. This modification of the standard form 

of the propagator by taking into account the finite width 

of the delta gives the propagator (and hence the amplitude) 

the necessary Breit-Wigner resonance form. This width is a 

function of the pion-nucleon CM three momentum when the A 

is off resonance; this is well-known from Breit-Wigner 
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PER 
theory. The form of this dependence, discovered by fit¬ 

ting the P^3 TTN partial wave, is 

(2.43) 
V*> - !■<.< 

kR+X
2 

k2+x2 

where T0 is the width and k^ is the relative momentum on 

resonance and 

(2.44) k2 = ISfcV-OW2] ‘S T-<V”V)2)/4^lr • 

The constant x is 160 MeV/c.HUD Notice that (2.43) com¬ 

bined with (B.13) implies that, 

(2.45) 
'ANir 'ANir 

+ x 

+ x 

1/2 

We are now in a position to write down the pNA coup¬ 

ling term. Recalling (2.32) and exploiting the transition 

spin formalism, we have for the space part of the coupling, 

<2-46' ‘•pNi “ ^r~ $p>4 N] 
P 

with isospin dependence suppressed. 

Since the algebra and the quantum numbers for isospin 

are formally equivalent to angular momentum for the hadrons 

involved, the formalism of the transition spin can be car¬ 

ried over into isospin space. Thus the "isospin couplings" 
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consistent with isospin invariance are 

(2.47a) xJ p* 'T X± - PNN, 

(2.47b) A^ï^p+x “pNA, 

(2.47c) x^^**TA -ANir, 

where x is a nucleon iso spinor, pr and Trr are isovectors with 

the same form as er, and A and T (the "transition isospin") 

are defined as A and S above. Moreover, the isospin-3/2 

projection operator is, 

(2.48) Aae = - l/3Vj 

where the xa are Pauli matrices in isospin space. 

Let us now write down the total Lagrangial for single 

pion production through one rho exchange. From (2.32) and 

(2.37), (2.46) and (2.47), 

(2.43) L 
ORE <° |N N ir I{ (—^—— 1 n p in 

ir 
TT
+
N£P*SA) (A 

+ -*+ 
s xqp * p 

N. 
B 

f fpNN 
p *o x %NT)N

T
+N

B
+

I
0> 

x^f-TA) (i¥*p xB) x (xn
+?x XT) 

+ (B«~»T)} +{(£<--► n)}] 
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in the notation of (2.25). This occupation number-space 

Lagrangian leads to the following matrix element (see Appen¬ 

dix C) , 

The magnitudes and signs of the numberical constants arise 

from a straight forward evaluation of the isospin term (C.13) 

while the relative signs of the four processes can be under¬ 

stood on the basis of the extended Pauli principle. The 

Feynmann graphs corresponding to the above amplitudes are 

shown in Fig.2.7. 

Notice the omission of diagrams involving the emission 

of the final state pion prior to the formation of the deltas 

resonance. It is easy to see why these amplitudes, illus¬ 

trated in Fig.2.8, are negligible compared to those we have 

discussed. The off-shell four momentum of the A, t _ of 
nB 

o o 
Fig.2.8 is equal to (P^-P^) <<M^r while the same quantity 

(2.50) Mfi(ORE) 

1 

-{B+-*T}] 
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S^p of Fig.2.7 is equal to (Pp+pJJ)^ - M^. Thus the magnitude 

of the A-propagator of Fig.2.8 is much less than that of 

Fig.2.7. 

We have not yet discussed the coupling constants 

and fpNA* The value of f^Nir is found from the lifetime of 

the delta (about 100 MeV). Substituting this value into 

(B.13) gives ^^=2.0. The most reliable value for 

comes from the SU(4) static quark model,BR(^ 

<2-51> w 72/25 w 

The non-point-like vertices corresponding to each of these 

coupling constants are reqpresented as usual by monopole form 

factors; we assume that the (ir,p) NA form factors are equal 

to those for the (Tr,p) NN vertices. Thus, 

(2.52a) 

(2.52b) 

f ANir ** f ANTT 

fpNA* fpNA 
’ A 

A 

2 
£ 
2 
P 

and 

Finally, when we used a non-relativistic approximation 

for the one rho exchange amplitudes we lost invariance of 

the amplitudes under Lorehtz transformations. We must 

therefore impose Galilean invariance on (2.50). Notice that, 

(2.53) q = Pi - Pf and p^= PN - pA 
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are not invariant under transformations such as V* = V+V0. 

It is possible to render the above expression invariant under 

Galilean transformations by replacing (2.53) with 

_ E.-E- ^ E.-Ef 
(2.54) q = p.d--^ ) - Pfd+-^| >, etc. 

One can check that to first order in V, (2.54) is indeed 

invariant under V = V+V0 where V0 is the relative velocity 

between the two frames. 
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Fig. 2.1 A Model for SPP Through OPE 

N ■“—■— N 

Fig. 2.2 Use of TTN Scattering Amplitudes 
in a Model of SPP 
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Fig. 2.3 Amplitudes for SPP through OPE 
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7T~P ♦ 7T P 

7T“n — 7T~n 

7T° p— 7T°P 

7T°n —» 7rPn 

7T°n — 7T“P 

7T + P — 7T+P 

7T+n — 7T+n 

7T+n — 7T°p 

Fig. 2.4 The Possible Amplitudes for TTN Scattering 
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Fig. 2.5 7TN Scattering in the CM Frame 

Fig. 2.6 Typical One Rho Exchange Amplitude 
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b) 

C) 
n 

Fig. 2.7 ORE Amplitudes for SPP 
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B 

T 

P 

n 

Fig. 2.8 ORE With Pion Pre-emission 



III. DIBARYON RESONANT AMPLITUDES 

A hotly debated topic at present in medium energy 

particle physics is the question of the existence of the 

dibaryon resonance. Very many such resonances have been 

UED 
proposed on theiretical grounds, but in the main spme 

experimental support exists for only two, namely the 1=1, 

J=3 resonance that manifests itself in the F^ NN partial 

wave at a CM total energy of about 2250 MeV and the 1=1, 

J=2+ dibaryon reportedly seen in the 2 NN partial wave 

HOS 
with a mass of about 2180 MeV. The widths are on the 

order of the pion mass. These resonances are highly in¬ 

elastic, with a partial width of only .1 - .2 in the elastic 

channel. Since the resonance masses are just above the NA 

threshold, the structure seen in phase shift analyses has 

been attributed to threshold effects.*®*5' However, in 

the most thorough analysis to date, Arndt has found reson- 
3 

ant-like poles in the complex energy plane for both the 

and Partial waves.ARN It is our view that the exis¬ 

tence of dibaryon resonances has not been conclusively 

proven, but we shall nevertheless include both the 2+ and 

the 3~ dibaryons in our analysis of SPP. Their effect 

should be largest in such a reaction since both couple 

strongly to the NA decay channel. 

A typical dibaryon resonance graph is shown in Fig.1.4. 
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We have previously calculated the ANTT coupling and the pro¬ 

pagators for fermions and bosons. For a calculation of the 

amplitude of Fig.1.4, we still must derive the RNN and RNA 

couplings. Because of the relatively high spin states involv' 

ed, it is most convenient to employ the Clebsch-Gordan for¬ 

malism when writing down the phenomenological Lagrangians. 

Therefore, for the two given initial NN angular momentum 

states, we must consider all possible final state NA wave- 

functions, consistent with angular momentum conservation, the 

algebra of SU(2)# and parity conservation. These are tabula¬ 

ted in Table 3.1. 

TABLE 3.1 

Wave functions for R-»-NN and R-+NA 

NN NA NN NA 

For a given angular momentum, a phenomenological rela¬ 

tion describing the coupling at a given vertex can be writ¬ 

ten: 
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where \ is a coupling constant, YT is a spherical harmonic 

of order L and projection m, S is the total spin angular 

momentum of the final state particles, and s^ and S2 are 

their individual spins. The two factors on the right are 

the Clebsch-Gordan coupling coefficients and the quantity 

th raised to the L power is the barier penetration factor. 

Since the dibaryon masses are not far above the NA produc¬ 

tion threshold, the barrier penetration factor renders in¬ 

significant all but the lowest L wavefunctions. Hence, we 

shall consider only NA wave functions in a relative S state 

and a relative P state for the 2+ and 3” resonances respec¬ 

tively. The relevant couplings are: 

o 

X 

and 
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(3.3a) / (3F ) = X(3 > LRNNl 3; RNN 

qNN 
m 

TT 

Y3m (%N) {3MI 3m lms} 

(3.3b) L (3P ) = X ^3 ^ LRNAV *3; ARNA 
%A 
ra 

ir 
Y1M(%A> (3Mllm 2ms> 

x <2m
sl51”u • 

Similarly, the ANir coupling in the Clebsch-Gordon 

formalism is, 

(3.4) L
ANTT XANir 

X
NTT 

m_ 
TT 

Ylm^Nir^ ^2^*1lm * 

Let us consider the possible amplitudes for our 

reaction pp+pir+n. Again there are four possible processes, 

shown in Fig.3.1, for both resonances. We use the notation 

of previous chapters; here R can be the propagator for 

either dibaryon. The isospin factors associated with each 

vertex are: 

(3.5a) RBT: (1 1 | 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2) =1 

(3.5b) RA++n: (1 1 I 1/2 -1/2 3/2 3/2) = -/3/4 

(3.5c) RA+p: (1 1 I 1/2 1/2 3/2 1/2) = /I74 

(3.5d) A++pir+; (3/2 3/2 | 1/2 1/2 1 1) = 1 

(3.5e) A nir : (3/2 1/2 | 1/2 -1/2 1 1) =/I71 
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The full matrix element corresponding to Fig.3.1 is 

(3.6) {(L 
A
++

PTT
+ 

2Ma. A 

s-,+- MA 
~2 a2 L RBT^ (B«"T)} 

pir 

UL 
2M. 

SBT^®R 

1 

A+nir+ 

S , -R* RA+P 
T1TT A 

c ~2 RBT 
SBT " MR 

) - 

with 

(B«->-T) } 

(3.7a) L
RBT *-RNN 

(3.7b) LRA++n 

(3.7c) LRA+n •W IRNA 

(3.7d) 
V+PTT + L

ANTT 

(3.7e) LA+mr m 1/171 L
ANTT 

and MR=MR - irR/2 
as (2.41). There is an immediate sim¬ 

plification that we can make here by noticing that the 

3 
and F^ pp states are odd under the exchange B«-»-T; i.e., 

ARBT= **^RTB * T^us we have 1RBT “ (-RTB 
= 2LRBT and the four 

terms of (3.6) reduce to two. 

The explicit calculation of these amplitudes is involv¬ 

ed because of the complicated spin dependence — there are 

2^=16 possible combinations of initial and final spin states. 

A sample calculation is given below. 
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For a particular "external” spin state the amplitude 

will be a sum over all possible (as defined by the rules 

of Clebsch-Gordan algebra) "internal"angular momentum states. 

Define 

(3.7a) 
M 
(3”) (3-) 

A
(
"B' "V V v 

= 2ti+v+ ‘V nn> X 

2M, (3“) (3-) 

?PTT
+-M

A 
~=rô tpA++n (“<)  ^2 L mT) _m2 RA n 1 S —M_ PBT ® T 

S
BT"

M
R 

(3.7b) H(2') (3-) 

B(lV mT, mp, mn) 
2^+ (ny mn) x 

2M. (3*) 1 (3“) A «•„.+„ («O  ST Lm- <V V _ ^2 RA+pv i' _ >2 “RBT 
Snx+-MA SBT-MR 

(3.7c) 
(2+) (2+) 

M . _ M _ ) = 2L ,, , (m , m ) x 
A mBf raT' mpf mn * A++piT+ P n 

2M, (2+) 1 (2+) 
L (m_, nu,) 

Sp*-fiA ^++n SBT-fiR *’RBT'B 
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(2+) (2+) 
(3*7d) (WW ~ ^A+mr+^V V X 

2M (2+) 

S -M? nj[ A 

(m.) L .+ imi 
RA+p i 

SBT_MR 

(2+) 
L (me ) 
RBT 

where only the spin dependence has been shown in the argue- 

ments and IIK stands for all the spin projections. Let us 
O’" 

calculate (++++). in the center-of-mass, for protons 

incoming along the z-axis, Y3m is non-zero only for m=0. 

Explicitly, therefore, 

(3.8) Y30(qBT=Z) = (iÏÏffî 1/2 2 [5cos3 (©=0)-3cos (0=0)] = 

/7T4? . 

2M 
and (3.9) V+++) = 2 WENA^)^ ^ 

X 

S
PTT

M
A 

SBT-MR IT ir 

(3M| 30,1V (lmj |j,§§) x 

Ï1 (qNA) (3H llmj ,2m2) (2m2|| i mfi) 

x Y lm (
qPir) (| mA|lm, 

1 1 
2 2 ' 

where all irepeated indices are assumed summed and all 
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kinematic quantities are in the "local" center-of-mass and 

are functions of the experimentally determined lab frame 

four-momenta through Lorentz transformations. The conven¬ 

tions of Condon and Shortley are used as in the rest of the 

text for the algebra of SU(2). Let us consider only the 

angular factors in (3.9). The non-zero terms in the summa¬ 

tion are: 

(3.10) (31 (1130) (111 | 7 || Î tYn(qnA) (31|1120) x 

(20l 2 1 I ~l) x Yll^pTr* *1 “T I1”1 2 I* + 

Y10 <$nA>(31 1021)(21 || | | | ) + 

Y10<V)(§! 110 7 7* + Yl-l(^nA)(31 I1"1221 x 

(22 I 2 2 2 2”) + Y11 (pir^ *2 2 I 2 2 ^ * 

Inserting the numberical values for the Clebsch-Gordan co¬ 

efficients gives, 

(3.11) Vm 1 (YI;L/67Î5 /Ï72 Y1-;L/I73 + Y1Q /87I5/3/4 

XY10 /273+ Y^/1715 1 YI;L 1) =Æ73Ô [Yu(qnA) 

x Yl-l(^pir) + 2 Y10(^nA) Y10(^PTT
} + Yl-l(^nA) 

x Y
11( 1 • 
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The full amplitude for pp (^F;j)-»-R(3"’)-^nA
++(^P2)->-pTr+(^P2/2^n: 

(3.12) 43(l+++) = 2 (-/374) (/774ÏÏ) WRNAW 

2MA A 

S 
pir” 

1 

s 
BT 

' /V « 
qBT 

3 
f \ 
q 
^pTT 

in ta m 
7TJ 7T v. ^ TT J 

((3.11)) 

Amplitudes for the other possible spin states for both re¬ 

sonant amplitudes are presented in Table 3.2 

In a manner similar to that for the delta, we modify 

the widths of the dibaryon resonances so that they are func¬ 

tionals of the decay channel momentum when the dibaryon is 

off resonance. Unlike the delta, the dibaryon has several 

decay channels (namely, NA, NN, and TTD) . However, the NA 

HOS 
channel has the largest partial width (around .8). 

Therefore, we neglect the other two and consider the total 

width as a function of only the NA relative momentum and an 

adjustable parameter 8 

(3.13) rR(k) r \2L+1 
R \ ’ 

[4
+ & | 

k2 + SjP
2 

. 4 

L+2 

where 

(3.14) k2 = [SBT-(/S^ ♦ H,,)2) [SBT - «W
2]/4SBT 

2 2 
and k=k for and S =M . This implies that X_.TA R BT R N r RNA 
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possesses a factor of the Hulthén type: 

(3.15) XRNA*kRJ 

.2 
‘R 
k~ + &jp 

k2 + 3j? 

L+2/2 

The coupling constants are calculated from the partial 

widths. We have already done this calculation for the A, 

so we can therefore relate X^N7r to f^NTr* Recalling (B.9) 

and (B.13), 

(3.16) rA 

9 , 
~2 fdn I 

spin I
M
A-*-NTT 

2 
X 

4 H
A«N = 

fANnq ^ 

m2 6TT mA TT A 

Choosing mA=3/2 (here again we take advantage of rotational 

invariance), we have 

(3.17) /an <| § |ii § \)2 xL^nWl^s3-)2 " 
TT 

X2 ( q )^ A
ANTTV ' 

TT 

and 
2 3 

(3.18) rA 
X
 ANTT g “N 

A 2 2 
nT 8TTMA ïï A 

or 
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(3.19) 

ANir 

il f2 
3 ANTT * 

Exploiting the fact that the dominant decay channel for 

the dibaryon resonances is the NA channel, the partial widths 

for the R-NN and R-ITD channels have been calculated000 using 

a perturbative approach as illustrated in Fig.3.2. The par¬ 

tial widths are seen to be functions of an<^ t^lus of 8 p. 
J 

One then gets the coupling constants A^^ and ^R7rD in the 

usual manner. The calculation of is complicated by 

the fact that the delta has a finite width. One must do a 

full three body calculation with a delta propagator as illus¬ 

trated in Fig.3.3. Here the NA partial width (for the pur¬ 

pose of the perturbation calculation this is assumed equal 

to the total width and then renormalized) is also a function 

of 3 p and hence so is All of the above results 
J 

are presented in Table 3.3 and Fig.3.4 for various choices 

of the parameter 3 p. Note the negligible irD partial width 

3 J + for the F^ resonance. An excellent fit to the ird-pir n data 

of Hoftiezer at at. was achieved using only a *D2 resonant 

contribution on an impulse approximation background. This 

gratifying result lends credence to the above partial width 

calculation as well as supports the notion of a 2+ resonance. 

They only used a value for 32+ of 280 MeV/c in their fit — 

we shall therefore regard 82+ as fixed for our calculation. 
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TABLE 3.3 

Partial Widths of Dibaryon Resonances 
In All Channels of Lowest Angular Momentum 

3=180 280 380 480 

J = 2+ 

RN
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 • 

00 7.5 

rtot=-54 m 

r 
tot =1. m 

The product of the coupling constants and wi11 

in general be a complex number and hence possess a phase with 

TAY 
respect to the background amplitudes. In principle a 

detailed Argand phase shift analysis would allow the 
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determination of this phase relationship; however, no such 

analyses sufficient for our purposes exist. Therefore we 

shall take the phases 4*2+ and 4>2« to be free parameters to 

be used in fitting experimental data. 

In summary, we present the full dibaryon amplitudes 

for a given spin state; 

(3.20) M (mg, mT, mp, mn) = [2(- /3/4) XAm Y^CPIT) 

mp m mA 
qPïï ' 

2M
A 1 

J 1 

3 
2 

TT 
t 4 

I
S
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5
A j 

i O**) 
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Ylir£<nA> 

m2 M a
 

e
 

«
 

 

mA m2 ' 

» i 
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1 2 3 
* 
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2 2 S
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0 
* > 

1 1 
2 2 0 

gBT 
in 

TT 
à 

v. y 

[ ei(|>2+3 • 

The determination of the adjustable parameters $3-» 

<|>2_ and 4*2+ be discussed in the next chapter. 
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B P 

Fig. 3.1 SPP Graphs With Dibaryon Resonances 
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R -*■ NN 

Fig. 3.2 Perturbation Calculation of NN and 7TD 
Partial Widths 

Fig. 3«3 Calculation of XRNA 
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125 250 575 500 

P( MEV) 

Fig.3.4 Dibaryon Parameters as a Function 
of B. 



XV. RESULTS 

4.1 COMPARISONS TO DATA 

The predictive power of a phenomenological theory such 

as ours is limited until the free parameters present in the 

theory are fixed by fitting experimental results. In this 

chapter we shall for the most part use the results of the 

polarized beam (800 MeV) kinematically-complete pp->-pir+n 

experiment of Hancock zt a£.HAN in order to test the valid¬ 

ity of and determine the unknown dibaryon parameters in our 

theory. Two parameters, namely Ap and $2+' ^
ave been deter¬ 

mined from other kinematically-complete experiments, the 

unpolarized (785 MeV beam kinetic energy) pp-+-pir+n experiment 

of Hudomalj-Gabitzsch zt and the (TT
+
, TT”)D^p(ir+, ir“)n 

HOF 
experiment of Hoftiezer zt at. respectively. These para¬ 

meters will be assumed constant in the attempt to fit Han¬ 

cock's data. 

At small momentum transfer the peripheral model is 

expected to dominate and be a reasonably correct represen¬ 

tation of reality (see Chapter I). Therefore, in varying 

Ap we tried for a good peripheral model fit only and ignor¬ 

ed dibaryon contributions. For the spectra shown in 

Fig.4.2a,bHUD we obtained a good fit for Ap =1500 MeV/c. 

This value is somewhat less than the value of 1800 MeV/c 

used by other authors (HUD, BRA, VER), but well within the 
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BRA 
theoretical limits of 1-2 GeV/c. This discrepancy between 

HUD VER 
our value of A and that of other authors ' who were 

P 
attempting to fit the kinematically-complete SPP data of 

Hudomalj-Gabitzsch zt a£.HUD occurs for two reasons. We have 

used the full irN scattering amplitude obtained from phase 

shifts in our OPE graphs, while they use delta resonance pro¬ 

pagators and other terms derived from field theory. We also 

assume a beam energy of 785 MeV (as compared to their 800 

MeV) , a reasonable assumption for that experiment. They 

were forced to use a reasonance energy for the delta about 

10 MeV less than the true value of 1232 MeV in order to 

obtain a good fit. We therefore consider our fit to be 

slightly superior. 

Notice the disagreement at low final state proton 

momenta. In this region of phase space the relative energy 

between the final state nucleons is close to zero and final 

state interactions are important. At this time it is un¬ 

clear whether the large cross-section found at small angles 

and proton momenta is due to unbound final state p-n inter¬ 

actions or is the result of deuteron formation and subse- 

MUT 
quent breakup enroute to the detectors. Therefore, we 

have made no attempt to fit the data in this limited region 

of phase space. 

An examination of Hancock's preliminary spectra of 

Fig. 4.3a-jHAN will reveal the general failure of the 
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peripheral model to fit either the spin-averaged differential 

cross sections (except at small angles) or the spin-dependent 

asymmetries. Therefore we attempted to fit the data by vary¬ 

ing the available dibaryon amplitude parameters $3-' 4*3-» 4>2+ 

(recall that 33+ was determined by fitting the data of Hof- 

HOP 
tiezer zt at. (see Chapter III)). As shown in Fig.3.4, 

the coupling constant and (and hence, are 

functions of 3. The phases were allowed to vary with angle 

pair; for simplicity we required no explicit dependence of 

the phase on final state proton momenta. After some search¬ 

ing we chose a value of 125 MeV/c for 33-. The values of 

the phases versus angle pair are presented in Table 4.1. 

It can be seen that the addition of the dibaryon ampli¬ 

tudes results for the most part in a substantially better 

fit to the data. However, note the rather spectacular 

failure to fit the (14.5, 21) asymmetry data. The contri¬ 

bution of the dibaryon amplitudes relative to those of the 

peripheral model at this small angle pair is very small and 

thus is unable to significantly affect the result. This 

was found to be true for a wide range of dibaryon parameter 

choices. The disappointing failure of the peripheral model, 

even in conjunction with the dibaryon resonances, to provide 

more asymmetry at this angle pair probably indicates the 

inadequacy of the peripheral model at this level of sophis¬ 

tication. 
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Also note the lack of agreement between data and theory 

for back angle cross sections. In this region of phase space, 

with large momentum transfers and many-particle exchange 

graphs making significant contributions, the peripheral model 

fails as expected. Here the addition of the dibaryon reson¬ 

ant diagrams improves matters quite a bit, though not énough 

to get a good fit. 

TABLE 4.1 

Choices for Dibaryon Amplitude Parameters 

Angle Pair 

vv *3“ <f>2+ 

(14.5, 21) 135° 135° B3=175 MeV/c 

(14.5, 42) 

O o 
c
r\ 135° B2+=280 MeV/c 

(19, 53) K
O

 
o
 o -135° 

(27.5, 45) 60° 60° 

(36.5, 35) 90° 45° 

B. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this work we have constructed a model of single pion 

production in medium energy nucleon-nucleon scattering. We 

have included in a fashion similar to the Born approxima¬ 

tion one pion and one rho exchange graphs; these form the 

basis of the peripheral model. We have also considered the 
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effects of the proposed 3" and 2+ NN resonances. We have 

adtempted to fit the data of several kinematically-complete 

pir+n final state experiments. There are several important 

results and conclusions: 

(1) The peripheral model fails to account for the 

large asymmetries at small momentum transfer, the large spin 

averaged differential cross sections at large momentum trans¬ 

fer, and fails to reproduce the shape of the asymmetries 

virtually anywhere in phase space. It appears that unless 

successful improvements can be made, one may be forced to 

abandon the peripheral model as a viable theory for explain¬ 

ing the finer details (e.g., polarization phenomena) of SPP. 

(2) The addition of the still speculative dibaryon 

amplitudes does indeed make a substantial improvement in 

the fit to polarized beam pp-*-piT+n data11^ and gives dramatic 

agreement with the results of the kinematically-complete 

HOP 
TrlH-pirn experiment of Hoftiezer at CLZ, However, these 

successes required the use of several free parameters. 

There are also parts of phase space where the failure of the 

peripheral model is so drastic that even for a wide range of 

dibaryon parameter choices no agreement with the data was 

possible. Nevertheless, it is our contention that the work 

presented here and in the paper of Hoftiezer at CLZ, gives 

important but not conclusive support to the notion of a di¬ 

baryon resonance in the NN channel and to a lesser ex- 

tent in the NN channel. 
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Where do we go from here? 

(1) A potentially serious flaw in the peripheral model 

is the non-unitarity of the amplitudes. This non-unitarity is 

a direct consequence of the Born approximation, which is a 

real amplitude. The requirement of unitarity leads to the 
A <rr 

relation oTQT = Im f(0=O), thus only a zero total cross 

section would be a unitary result in the Born approximation! 

Unitary amplitudes can be constructed using, for instance, 

the coupled channel K-matrix formalism of Thomas. A fully 

unitary calculation of the peripheral amplitudes should be 

made before any definitive statement on the merits of the 

theory is made. 

(2) It was found that the "goodness of fit" to the 

data of Hancock t£ at. was fairly sensitive to the phases 

<t>3_ and <J>2+ over a wide range of phase space [with (14.5, 

21) being a notable exception]. Therefore a more careful 

and more systematic (in the sense of the functional depen¬ 

dence of the phases ont&e points of phase space) dibaryon 

parameter search could be made. 

(3) The calculation of the coupling constants and 

partial widths of the dibaryon resonances can be improved by 

making a full coupled channel calculation, illustrated in 

Fig.4.1. This is necessary because for certain choices of 

0, the partial widths of the NN channel are of the same 

order as those for the NA channel, which renders a pertur¬ 

bation calculation meaningless. 
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(4) Finally, as always, further experiments will pro¬ 

vide even more stringent tests of these theories. Particular¬ 

ly useful will be polarized beam and target, kinematically- 

complete SPP experiments. The incorporation of the improve¬ 

ments mentioned above, in particular the uni tari ty correction,, 

will probably be necessary in order to have some hopé of fit¬ 

ting the data from sophisticated experiments such as these. 
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Fig. 4.2 pp-»-pir+n Unpolarized Differ¬ 
ential Cross-Sections as a 
Function of Final State 
Proton Momentum and Angle 
(0„ ) and Final State ir spec 
Angle (©^of^ Frame).HUD 

The dotted line represents 
a peripheral model fit to 
the data. 
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• data B^ 20.0 
9t0, *22.0 

\ 

\ 

proton momentum (MeV/c) 
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Fig. 4.3 pp+pTr+n Polarized Beam 
Asymmetries and Spin-Averaged 
Differential Cross-Sections 
as a Function of Final State 
Proton Momentum and Angle 

Final State n+ 

SpeC HAN angle (©tof) (Lab Frame). 

Both peripheral model and 
peripheral model combined with 
dibaryon amplitudes are in¬ 
dicated. ©A is the center- 
of-mass A++ production angle 
(on resonance). 
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APPENDIX A 

In this appendix we list the notational conventions 

used in the text. Unless noted, all conventions are those 

used by Bjorken and Drell, RztattvtAttc Quantum Mechantc-i, 

McGraw-Hill, 1964, pp. 281-290. 

(A.1) X*p « Et - p•x 

where x and p are space-time coordinates and four-momentum 

respectively. 

The free particle solution to the Dirac equation for 

fermions (as opposed to anti-fermions) is 

where V is the normalization volume and u(p,m ) is the four 
s 

component Dirac spinor, a function of the three momentum 

and the spin projection. It is given by 

o X 2 3 
Four vectors are denoted 2^= (x°, x , x ., xJ) or 

(x°, x) . The metric is chosen to that e.g., 

(A.2) 

(A. 3) 

X^ms^ is the usual Pauli spinor, which for spin projections 

along with z-axis is 

(A.4à) x = (0) 

(A.4b) x’1/2 = <1> 
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The 0-matrices are the Pauli spin matrices, 

(A.5) ax = (Î o)f oy = <i ~o>' °z 
m <0 -1) 

The Dirac spinors are solutions to the Dirac equation 

(A.6) (y*P ** m)u = 0 

where the 4x4 gamma or Dirac matrices form a four vector 

and in a standard representation is, 

(A.7) y° = <J _J), y— (°a f). Y
5 - (I 0) 

I is the 2x2 unit matrix. The pseudoscalar quantity 

Y^=iY°Y^Y^Y^* it is a pseudoscalar because it changes sign 

under application of the matrix parity operator y°j 

(A.8) Y°Y
5
Y° = -Y

5
 • 

Another frequently used combination of Y“matrices is 

the antisymmetric, second rank tensor 

(A.9) a*v = | [Y
y/YVl. 

Adjoint quantities are denoted by an overhead bar as, 

(A. 10) ijj = ip+Y° and ü = U+Y° 

The convention adopted for use in angular momentum 

and isospin algebra is that of Condon and Shortley CON (not 

used in Bjorken and Drell) . Specfically, unit vectors that 

; b) e°=(0,0,1); c) e 

transform as 1=1 or 1=1 are 

*1= -(l,i,)) 

/Z 
(A.11) a) e = -to i-l_(l,-i,0) 

n 
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APPENDIX B 

In this appendix we shall derive the proportionality 

factor that relates the partial wave amplitude for irN scat¬ 

tering to the corresponding Bjorken-Drell matrix element. 

We shall proceed in a different fashion as compared to the 

simple method of Chapter II; our more complicated method will 

allow us to derive the sign as well as the magnitude of the 

factor. Recalling (2.17), we wish to find N such that 

(B.l) N <x, + |F(I) (E, cos0) | x > = Mf ± (TTN-MTN) 

Let us specialize for convenience to the resonant P^ 

partial wave. The amplitude for this 1=1, J=3/2 component 

is, from (2.12) [we shall further specialize to the non-spin 

flip component of the amplitude only] and (2.14), 

(B.2) <x |F| x> = 2 fi,3/2cos0 

with 

(B* 3) f1,3/2 = q cot6 1^3/2"
i 

If we are not far from resonance, cot6 takes the Breit- 

Wigner form,PER 

(B.4) cotô^^ = (MA-E)/rA/2. 
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The matrix element one calculates from the Feynmann 

diagram of Fig.E.l is, referring to (2.35), (2.38), and 

(2.40) , 

(B.5) Mfi(TrN*TrN) = ■ qf 
2M, 

A 

m 
7T 

S - M? 
A 

Expanding A and considering only the non-spin, flip compo¬ 

nent. 

rn H - 
2 ANïT (B*6) Mfi - j T~ 

m 
IT 

~ 2M 
q COS0 —- ~ 2 

s - Mr 
A 

Expanding the propagator in turn, 

2M 
(B.7) —A 

2M. 

~ 2 
S-M” 

A 

a. 

(/S+MA -irA n ) (/S-MA+irA. n ) 

l 

/s-MA+ir^/2 

for 1^/2 <<2M. and /i=E^JMA (near resonance condition). Thus, 

(B.8) NcosQ T, 2 f2Am ^cos® 

q(MA-E-irA/2) m; <M4-E) -i V2 

To proceed further we must find rA. The delta decays 

only into a nucleon and a pion; the formula for a two-body 

, . SAK 
decay xs, 

(B.9) rA- \ -i—Y ^ 
(4») m 

an l 
proton 
spin 
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From (2.35) 

(B.10) 
A+Nïï 

2 5.2<m>][ï<"»+.S j 

Because of rotational invariance we can choose any 

initial polarization for the delta; for simplicity let 

M=+3/2. Then, following (2.38), 

(B.11) î
(3/2)

 -^(J) 

It is easily seen that the matrix operations in (B.10) give 

unity. Employing the explicit form of from (2.34), we have 

(B.12) M 
m 

— sin^0 
2 

7T 

Inserting the result into (B.9) and performing the integration 

then gives the delta lifetime in terms of the coupling con- 

stant fiNlt. 

(B.13) râ = 
q\ 
6ïïM. 

A 

Substituting the lifetime into (B.8) and using the 

fact that M^=E on resonance finally allows üs to solve for N, 

(B. 14) N = - 
47T E = _ 4ir»^7rN 

Therefore, for uN scattering, 

(B.15) (TTN+TTN) = -4lr^TrtJ_ <xt* |p I x> 
11 mN 
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The magnitude of the proportionality factor agrees with (2.17), 

and we have further been able to calculate the correct sign. 

That's a lot of work for a crummy sign I 

The above calculation is based on the work of I. Duck. 
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Fig. B.l 7TN-7TN Through A(3»3) Resonance 
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APPENDIX C 

Let us derive, given the Lagrangian, the amplitude (or 

matrix element M^) for single pion production through one 

rho exchange. From Chapter II.B. we have, 

«C-1» ^space = <0I W'f1 

ïï P 

x (Nn
+p+.0X q NT)NTNB|0> 

(C.2) "L" • 
xsospin 

(XpÏT* $A) (A+T+- pxB) (xn
+P* T xT) 

so that 

(C.3) L 
ORE 

= L isospin 

The isospin has been "factored out" so as to simplify 

the notation. The nucleon, isobar pion and rho wave func¬ 

tions (q-number) are:^^ 

(C.4) N -1- l l [S X)(”>s> f H.c. 
/» f ms JE P 

% 

= i I l 
ft M>l 

M, 
[as

(M) a(M) e-iP/s») + H.C. 
P 3/2 

TT 
1 

/2l: 
IT 

a-t e”xpir'x+ H.C. 
P TT 
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p = -1- Il —— e(ot) e”
iq*x + H.C. 

i/v q a /2Ep 

where I have neglected all momentum dependence in the fer¬ 

mion spinors. Now the Hamiltonian density ff= -L so that we 

can replace i-space=iANu ^NA
LpNN H=HANTTKpNAHpNN* The 

third order scattering matrix is^^ 

(C .5) s(3> = <-i)3 |a4Xl }t2<ti a
4
X2 |t <t d^x3 

3 *2 J 

u (X3)w (X2)w (Xx) ffANTT tfpNA WpNN 

We shall consider the virtual particles first. From 

(C.l) we have 

(C.6) <0 | £^AAbstj | 0> - i <0|£ 

PA,M W 
ÿ s/ e_iPi‘x 

M. tm' 

i- 
p! M' A 

A, 

Using <0|d Md tM'|0)=5 , 6 , the rule lim - l = 
P P pfp iran’ 

V+oo V p 

and (2.39) one gets 
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(C.7) <0|S.AA+Sj|0> = A.j ^3 ^ PAMA -ip*(x-x') 

As is discussed in many texts on field theory, this inte- 

SAK 
gral, when properly time-ordered is equal to 

(C.8) A.A jd
4p 

2M. 

ID (2IT) A 
A A 

-ip* (x-x') 

Similarly, for the exchanged rho particle we have 

(C.9) 6 
ID 

(-i) e 
 T /d <3 
(2TT) 

4 

-iq*(x-x') 

~~2 1 
q - ra

p 

where <5^. results from the sum Ie^as . and the missing 2m 

in the numerator is due to the different normalizations for 

fermion and boson wavefunctions. 

Integrating over x^, X2, Xg first and then over the 

four momenta, the scattering matrix becomes, 

(C.10) Sfi = (-i) (2TT) 40{4 ) (P^+P^Pp-Pg-P^ 

"N > 1 

]%v J E_V ” T v 
E V f£*p 'J 2E_V IT 

iEnv 

(X
+ A. . VA p*i in 1D 

2MA _(P) % 
6£m 

x (p<">+p<p>)^ Xb> <P
B
-PV-M

2 

x
 V?1 enom XT> 
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Factoring out the kinematic terms, we define the M- 

matrix 

(C.ll) Mfi = *P
(? 

2M, 

7T S "M? p-rr A 

x VXB‘*n 
h*«3p 
t -M^ ^Tn p 

as in Chapter II.B. The isospin dependence has been left out 

and the result is for the first graph only of Fig.2.7. 

The isospin term is easily calculated since the projec¬ 

tion operators are completely equivalent to those for the 

spin indices. Thus 

(C.12) ôi. « l pr p*r 
J r i j 

and 

(C.13) A.. = l (S. AM)(AM+S.) = 6.. - iTiTi* J-J x J ■LJ J A J 

The isospin coupling becomes 

(C.14) J-jgQ = ^ij xB) (Xn 
TkXT) + 

B-«-*-T} + {P«-*-n}] 

= [{(Xp A±j xB) (xj 
Tj XT) + B«~»-T}+ 

{P«-*-n}] 

where r=l for ir+. Evaluation of this quantity for the re¬ 

action pp-*-pir+n gives a factor -/2 for Fib.2.7a,b and +/2/3 

for Fig.2.7c,d. 


